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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 KEY F INDINGS  

This report highlights the key CAPEX findings within the Airport 

Commission (AC) documentation. In the report EC Harris focuses on 

the key programme and capital estimates that have been put forward 

by the AC’s consultants (Jacobs) and the Scheme Promoter 

(Heathrow Airport Ltd and Heathrow Hub Ltd). We suggest the AC 

should reassess their cost and programme appraisal to obtain a more 

complete understanding and consistent comparison across the three 

schemes. 

 

The headline findings are: 

1. Optimism Bias and Risk Allowances - are applied equally 

across all 3 schemes. This gives a very “vanilla” outcome and 

results in no recognition being taken account of  Gatwick having 

a more robust risk management regime and detailed mitigation 

plans in place. This translates into a significant impact on 

Gatwick’s landing charge. We suggest the AC should take into 

account a more specific application of Optimism Bias (OB), in 

line with the Green Book, to ensure that it reflects the specific 

promoter’s risk management maturity through the existence of 3 

point estimates and high quality cost and risk models. 

 

2. Post Runway Opening Missing CAPEX - In order for the 

Commission to accurately compare, evaluate and decide which 

of the three proposals could best contribute to addressing the 

future airport capacity needs of London and the South East, they 

should test whether the development of the NWR option will 

deliver all of the benefits being stated by HAL over the forecast 

horizon. For example, it appears that a significant element of the 

associated 2R Master Plan should be included in the NWR 

option scope as this exclusion provides an over optimistic view 

of the total construction costs. The estimated value of the NWR 

post runway opening scope that has been omitted amounts to at 

least £3bn.  

 

3. Level of Expenditure – EC Harris believes the AC supports the 

concept of maximum facilities being available for Runway 

opening. This results in significant CAPEX expenditure for the 

Heathrow schemes. However, based on previous procurement 

strategies adopted by HAL, the level of projected annual capital 

spend is unrealistic and must be adjusted to an achievable level 

1. Optimism Bias is 

currently applied equally 

across all 3 schemes. This 

gives a generalised 

outcome and results in no 

recognition being taken 

account of for Gatwick 

having a robust risk 

management process. 

Current industry practice is 

for OB to be replaced by a 

pro-active and mature risk 

management process 

which Gatwick has in 

place. 

 

2. Missing Scope – both 

Heathrow schemes show 

limited capacity CAPEX 

post runway opening with 

no allowance for T2 

expansion. This is required 

to match the forecast 

capacity growth post 2030 

and this will increase the 

overall Passenger Charge. 

Gatwick has taken account 

of this capacity growth in its 

R2 submission. 

 

3. Expenditure Profile – EC 

Harris believes the AC 

supports the concept of the 

maximum level of facilities 

being available for Runway 

opening, as part of the 

wider Economic Impact   A 

consequence of this is the 

level of expenditure for the 

Heathrow schemes which is 

£1bn in excess of anything 

previously achieved and is 

therefore at risk of being 

sustainable. 
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of circa £1.5bn per annum in the years where a greater level of 

spend is forecast. This will have an impact on their proposed 

programme duration but will ensure a comparable basis across 

all promoters. 

 

4. Heathrow Centric Costing - a comparison between the AC’s 

scheme base costs and the Promoters’ base costs has flagged 

up a difference between Gatwick and the AC of 18% and 

Heathrow NWR and the AC of only 5%, this is inconsistent with 

industry and previous Regulatory benchmarks and gives an 

advantage towards the Heathrow costing method. When 

comparing the AC’s rates to the benchmark information 

prepared by Davis Langdon in 2012 the AC’s rates are 

significantly higher. We suggest that the AC take this into 

account and review their cost plans to ensure a comparable 

basis across all three promoters. 

 

5. Inconsistencies - within the AC documentation EC Harris has 

found the use of terminology, to define data sets, between 

reports does not appear to be consistent. This has led to 

confusion as to whether figures quoted include or exclude 

factors such as; Core CAPEX, Baseline CAPEX, Maintenance 

CAPEX and OB. To obtain a more complete understanding of 

the CAPEX and like for like comparisons, it would be 

advantageous if the AC checked and clarified the basis of all 

figures quoted.  

 

1.2 APPRAISAL OF AC  METHODOLOGY  

The outcome of the AC methodology has been to effectively nullify 

any key difference in the complexity of delivery between the 3 

schemes. This therefore plays directly to supporting their reliance on 

Optimism Bias (OB) as a “vanilla coating” over the CAPEX differential 

arguments. Significantly the AC has glossed over delivery challenges 

which would bring into question the sustainability of high levels of 

yearly expenditure profiles and seem to have ignored post runway 

opening capacity growth and its associated CAPEX i.e. 2030 – 2040. 

 

The AC has used identical percentage adjustments across all 3 

schemes, for the following Airport related construction: 

▪ Design and Project Management Fees @ 15%. 

▪ Risk @ 20%. 

▪ OB @ 20%. 

 

We suggest the AC should take into 

account a more specific application 

of OB to ensure that it reflects the 

specific promoter’s maturity of 

planned delivery and is in line with 

the Green Book and Infrastructure 

UK’s (IUK) more recent guidance. 
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EC Harris suggests the AC should take into account the different 

levels of maturity between the 3 schemes to reflect a more complete 

understanding of risk, OB and delivery complexity. 

 

Regarding OB, what we found was that, despite the difference in the 

level of granularity of the detailed processes used and the different 

Building type mix of the 3 schemes, the AC has applied a flat rate 

across all schemes as follows: 

 

▪ 20% risk allowance for Airport Infrastructure (Scheme Cost). 

▪ 20% mitigated OB for Airport Infrastructure (Scheme Cost). 

▪ 0% Risk for Surface Access. 

▪ 44% OB for SA – Roads. 

▪ 66% OB for SA – Rail. 

 

The AC has used the recommendations of the HM Treasury’s Green 

Book (based on the Review of Large Public Procurement in the UK, 

2002) and applied OB to account for the demonstrated systematic 

tendency of project appraisers to be over-optimistic about key project 

parameters adding the following: 

 

▪ Risk allowances to reflect the fact that ‘known unknowns’ due to 

unforeseen circumstances may impact on the project and 

ultimately cost more than forecasted even though in some of the 

schemes the scope of the works may be well defined and the 

delivery methodology clearly identified and assessed.  

▪ OB allowances to account for uncertainty, the ‘unknown 

unknowns’ and the tendency for actual costs to be higher than 

forecasted.  This reflects the tendency at early project stages that 

a procuring entity’s risk evaluation and pricing assumes positive 

outcomes for a project, when in practice the overall price proves 

to be higher or an interplay of known risks which may be correctly 

priced individually but not collectively impact the final outcome of 

the project. 

 

 

We conclude that it is essential that 

the AC review their approach to OB 

to reflect current industry best 

practice as recommended by IUK 

and the correct implementation of 

the Green Book to reflect each 

promoter’s current implemented 

risk management process and level 

of maturity of this. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 REVIEW AND FINDINGS OF THE AC ’S 

APPROACH TO CAPEX ASSESSMENT  

The primary concern around the AC’s approach is that it does not 

appear to differentiate or reflect sufficiently the maturity and 

complexity differences of the three schemes. It is essential that the 

assessment methodology maintains a strong and appropriately 

applied analysis to ensure any conclusions drawn are of a robust and 

fair nature. 

 

Adjustments have been made to the promoters’ cost plans without 

any justification or explanation. We suggest that the AC should 

publish the reasons for the adjustments to give a more complete 

understanding of their impact. 

 

In the main, there is not a massive difference between the Promoter’s 

base cost and the AC’s base cost, the important difference is 

concentrated around the OB. 

 

The AC has undertaken their own assessment of CAPEX for each of 

the submissions. This has been undertaken by their consultants, 

Jacobs. In undertaking this assessment Jacobs have used a 

significant amount of base cost data provided by each promoter.  

 

Jacob’s assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the HM 

Treasury’s ‘The Green Book – Appraisal and Evaluation in Central 

Government’ and has therefore adjusted the scheme promoter’s costs 

to include for risk and OB. However, the AC has not applied the 

methodology of The Green Book correctly and we believe it is 

essential that they do. 

 

Gatwick provided substantially more detail in its submission including 

quantities and rates to identify how their cost plan has been built up. 

The other promoter’s did not provide a comparable level of detail. In 

our opinion Jacob’s has been able to undertake a more thorough 

assessment of the Gatwick submission.  

 

The AC has identified differing scenarios and stated that for the 

carbon capped scenarios the Gatwick Phase 4 facilities are not 

required. We have however based our analysis and comparisons on 

the carbon traded scenarios which require all four of the Gatwick 

phases to meet the demand forecasts.  

EC Harris suggest the AC 

should take into account the 

maturity and complexity 

differences of the three 

schemes by applying 

individually assessed Risk 

and OB allowances. 
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The CAPEX has been split between airport investment costs and 

surface access. The AC has also identified the cost of; maintenance, 

REPEX, OPEX and revenues in relation to the investment. The 

analysis contained here-in focuses on the CAPEX required to deliver 

each scheme. 

 

The following tables demonstrate, at levels 1 and 2, how the AC has 

assessed the CAPEX for each Airport. The level 2 table excludes 

surface access which we have analysed separately.  

 

Within the AC’s assessment of the Gatwick R2 scheme there is an 

arithmetical error. On page C-4 of the Jacobs Report ’13 cost and 

commercial viability cost and revenue identification lgw 2r’ the total for 

the Fixed Links has not picked up the Nodes and PBB’s. Following 

this correction through the cost plan has resulted in an increase of 

£125m. We have corrected this and based our analysis on this 

corrected figure as shown in table 1 below. 

 

The detailed differences are in the appendices of this report. The 

table below is a level 1 summary which splits the costs between 

airfields infrastructure and surface access. This indicates that the AC 

has increased the airfield infrastructure (exclusive of OB) by 9% for 

Gatwick and 5% for Heathrow NWR. Simultaneously it has decreased 

surface access (exclusive of OB) for Gatwick by 1% and considerably 

increased Heathrow NWR due to the omission of scope within the 

Heathrow NWR submission.  Analyses of more detailed levels of the 

cost plan, which take the costs to a facility level, are contained within 

the Appendices. 

 

We are unable to review the detail of the Heathrow ENR figures as 

the back-up within their submission does not follow through to their 

summary. 
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Table 1 - Level 1 Scheme CAPEX Comparison 

 

The level 2 table below shows how the AC has adjusted the Gatwick 

R2 and Heathrow NWR cost plans at a facility level. We have looked 

at this in detail in Section 4, however, an overview indicates that the 

AC has increased all facility level costs for Gatwick R2 whilst only 

marginally increasing a few of the Heathrow NWR facility level costs 

and reducing the vast majority, with the exception of land purchase 

and community impact figures. The AC has not provided any 

explanation to the adjustments they have made. The comparisons 

between the promoters schemes are now not on a like for like basis. 

 

The AC needs to provide an explanation to substantiate the changes 

they have made to each promoters assessment of CAPEX. 
 
  

 Gatwick R2

£m 

AC Estimate 

£m

AC Estimate 

(comp 

corrected)

£m

Heathrow

£m

AC Estimate

£m

Heathrow 

ENR

£m

AC Estimate

£m

Airfield Infrastructure £5,798 £6,486 £6,590 £14,701 £12,905 £9,402

Risk £1,458 £1,297 £1,318 £2,581 £1,880

Optimism Bias £0 £1,557 £1,582 £0 £3,097 £2,257

Total £7,256 £9,340 £9,490 £14,701 £18,583 £0 £13,539

Surface Access £442 £510 £510 £891 £3,242 £3,613

Risk £75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Optimism Bias £0 £224 £224 £0 £1,534 £1,697

Total £517 £734 £734 £891 £4,776 £0 £5,310

Airfield and Surface Access £6,240 £6,996 £7,100 £15,592 £16,147 £0 £13,015

Risk £1,533 £1,297 £1,318 £0 £2,581 £0 £1,880

Optimism Bias £0 £1,781 £1,806 £0 £4,631 £0 £3,954

Total £7,773 £10,074 £10,224 £15,592 £23,359 £0 £18,849
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Table 2 - Level 2 Scheme CAPEX Comparison: excluding Surface Access 

 

  

Gatwick R2

£m

Gatwick R2 

AC Estimate

(Comp Corrected)

£m

Heathrow NWR

£m

Heathrow NWR 

AC Estimate

£m

Heathrow ENR

£m

Heathrow ENR

AC Estimate

£m

Enabling works £142 £149 £425 £395 £1,065

Airfield £672 £893 £668 £655 £558

Airfield Ancillary Facilities £125 £150 £511 £329 £204

Terminal Buildings £1,982 £2,032 £3,309 £3,330 £3,350

Airside Infrastructure £232 £403 £1,675 £1,640 £495

Landside Infrastructure £530 £541 £930 £967 £500

Equipment £229 £241 £845 £730 £730

Operational Commissioning £38 £40 £151 £124 £140

Operational Handover £20 £21 £4 £3 £3

Airport Infrastructure Construction £3,970 £4,470 £8,518 £8,173 £0 £7,045

Purchase of Land & Existing 

Infrastructure
£834 £878 £1,887 £2,226 £579

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation £23 £274 £405 £476 £246

Community Impacts £78 £122 £294 £347 £306

Project / Design Team Fees £695 £846 £1,665 £1,683 £1,226

Items Not Covered by the Commission £198 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Project specifics £123 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

General / other project costs £75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Investment Costs £5,798 £6,590 £12,769 £12,905 £0 £9,402

Risks & Optimism Bias £1,458 £2,900 £1,932 £5,678 £0 £4,137

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer 

Risk)
£1,458 £1,318 £1,932 £2,581 £1,880

Optimism Bias £0 £1,582 £0 £3,097 £2,257

Total £7,256 £9,490 £14,701 £18,583 £10,100 £13,539
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Figure 1 - Comparison of Schemes CAPEX between the Promoters and the AC 

 

The above graph shows the difference in facilities between each 

promoter’s submission and the AC’s assessment of each submission.  

 

This clearly indicates the impact that OB has on the schemes and the 

difference in facilities required between the submissions in respect of:  

 

a) Facilities required. 

b) Land purchase. 

c) Community Impacts. 

d) Associated on costs. 

 

The Heathrow NWR and ENR require significantly more airport 

infrastructure and both schemes have greater land purchase than the 

Gatwick R2. 

 

A further key differential between the three promoter’s schemes is the 

expenditure forecast profiles and the ability to manage and 

sustainably delivery such a spend profile.  

 

The Front End Delivery Programme submitted to the AC, for both the 

Heathrow ENR and NWR schemes is at best challenging due to the 
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complex nature of a very constrained site and the impacts on one of 

the UK’s most congested sections of infrastructure which currently 

operates at nearly full capacity for a significant amount of each day. 

There will also be a high number of stakeholder engagement required 

during this Front End Delivery Programme. 

 

The rate at which capital will be consumed is equally challenging.  

This rate has never previously been achieved on a single site in an 

operational environment.  

 

This raises the question of whether the level of expenditure forecast 

in both of the Heathrow submissions can realistically be sustained 

bearing in mind the funding requirements of such a programme and 

the amount of activity that can practically, sustainably and efficiently 

take place on and around the airport and critical transport 

infrastructure that are local to the airport while the airport continues to 

operate. 

 

Further, following this sustained high level of expenditure the level of 

CAPEX drops dramatically. Such a profile indicates that the majority 

of the CAPEX relating to either of the Heathrow schemes will have 

been spent by the end of 2028 which raises a question on the funding 

and whether there is sufficient funds allowed in the either of the plans 

to complete the additional facilities required, to meet capacity growth, 

after this point in time (i.e. T2A, C and D). The Heathrow NWR 

scheme cost estimate does not include any Eastern Campus (T2) 

works, with the exception of the T2E satellite.  

 

The following 3 graphs (Figure 2) have been abstracted from the AC’s 

reports 13-Cost and Commercial viability - cost and revenue 

identification for each of the scheme promoters. These graphs are the 

AC’s expenditure forecasts based on the scheme promoter’s costs 

contained within the May 2014 submissions, but exclusive of surface 

access. These graphs show the expenditure profiles for the 3 sponsor 

schemes and highlight the two key issues, which EC Harris would like 

to suggest the AC should also take into account: 

 

1. Based on previous procurement strategies adopted by HAL, the 

level of projected annual capital spend is unrealistic and should be 

adjusted to an achievable level of circa £1.5bn per annum in the 

years where a greater level of spend is forecast. This will have an 

impact on their proposed programme duration but will ensure a 

comparable basis across all promoters. 

2. Missing Scope – both the Heathrow ENR and Heathrow NWR 

show limited or no capacity CAPEX spend post runway opening, 

this is required to match the forecast capacity growth after 2030. 
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This will increase the overall Passenger Charge. Gatwick has 

taken account of this capacity growth in its R2 submission. 

 

The impact of smoothing the spend profile to a known achievable 

level could lead to prolongation if the targeted tasks lie on the critical 

path. 
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Figure 2- HAL NWR, Heathrow ENR, and Gatwick Scheme Capital Expenditure (Promoters Estimates) 

 

 

  

£14.8bn 
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2.2 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS ACROSS ALL 

THREE PROMOTERS  

The differences in maturity and complexity between the 3 schemes 

warrant a customisation of the OB approach and the addition of risk 

allowances to reflect the specific features and inherent risk of each 

scheme. In addition, certain mitigating factors need to be reviewed 

against the risk identification, analysis and mitigating factors identified 

for each scheme to avoid the double-counting of risk sums in the cost 

estimates. 

 

The AC’s OB allowances have been made to account for uncertainty 

(unknown unknowns) and the tendency for actual costs to be higher 

than forecasted. The risk allowances are included to reflect the fact 

that known unknowns or risks may ultimately impact upon the project 

and increase the base cost estimate due to unforeseen 

circumstances. A flat rate of 20% risk and 20% OB has been added 

on the base estimate of each of the 3 schemes. 

 

However, EC Harris sees a fundamental challenge in this approach 

as the 3 schemes differ in scope and building mix, level of maturity 

and detailed assessment. In particular, Gatwick has applied best 

practice processes to estimating uncertainty and risk assessments 

rather than OB allowances, the two Heathrow schemes have used 

general risk allowances or OB. Gatwick’s approach is more in line 

with the Infrastructure UK (IUK) current recommendations. 

 

In addition, upon closer examination of the Mitigation Factors applied 

to the OB across the 3 schemes we found a bias against the Gatwick 

scheme and for certain inputs such as late contractor involvement in 

design or disputes and claims occurring there is no clear justification 

as to why Gatwick will be in a worse position than the 2 Heathrow 

schemes. The following two tables (figures 3 and 4) outline the key 

differences. Inputs highlighted in red show where Gatwick was 

assessed to be in a worse position whereas inputs highlighted in 

green show where Gatwick was assessed more favourably. 

 

 

 
  

EC Harris suggests the AC 

should obtain a more 

complete understanding of 

the differences in maturity 

and complexity between the 

3 schemes, as this should 

warrant a promoter specific 

application of the OB 

approach and the addition of 

risk allowances to reflect the 

specific features and 

inherent risk of each scheme, 

rather than the general 

approach applied by the AC 

at present across all three 

schemes. 
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Table 3 - Gatwick OB mitigation factors applied 

 

Resulting adjusted Gatwick R2 OB from above suggested changes to the building type and mitigation factors. 

 
Table 4 - Heathrow OB mitigation factors applied 

 

Resulting adjusted Heathrow NRW OB from above suggested changes to the building type and mitigation factors. 

 

EC Harris has correlated the risks identified on the Gatwick R2 

scheme detailed risk register, with the mitigated factors used in the 

AC’s OB assessment and many of the factors are already covered 

with clearly identifiable risks that may result from different scenarios 

and causes. Clearly owned mitigation plans are in place to reduce 

exposure to these risks and factors. According to our revised risk 

calculations the residual risk exposure can be reduced. The AC’s 

current methodology leads to an unfair comparison, as Gatwick has 

disclosed more information than the other two promoters and this has 

not been reflected in the AC’s assessment.   

CAPEX Contributory Factors Standard Building 

optimism bias (%)

Mitigation Factor 

( 0<x<1)

Reduction in 

optimism bias

Mitigated 

optimism bias (%)

Standard Civil 

Engineering 

optimism bias (%)

Mitigation Factor 

( 0<x<1)

Reduction in 

optimism bias

Mitigated 

optimism bias (%)

Procurement 2 0.95 1.9 0.1 3 0.95 2.9 0.2

9 0.95 8.6 0.5

29 0.70 20.3 8.7 21 0.70 14.7 6.3

Project Specific 1 0.80 0.8 0.2

4 0.90 3.6 0.4

22 0.40 8.8 13.2

18 0.10 1.8 16.2

Client Specific 34 0.70 23.8 10.2 10 0.70 7.0 3.0

1 0.90 0.9 0.1

2 0.70 1.4 0.6 7 0.60 4.2 2.8

Environment 2 0.20 0.4 1.6 9 0.20 1.8 7.2

2 0.50 1.0 1.0 3 0.50 1.5 1.5

External Influences 11 0.20 2.2 8.8 7 0.20 1.4 5.6

3 0.70 2.1 0.9

Weighted Total 100 33.1 100 56.0

Late Contractor Involvement in Design

Poor contractor Capabilities

Dispute and Claims Occurred

Design Complexity

Degree of Innovation

Environmental Impact

Other

Inadequacy of the Business Case

Site Characteristics

Permits/Consents/Approvals

Economic

Legislation/Regulations

Project Management Team

Poor Project Intelligence

Other - omitted (<1)

Public Relations

Project Type
Percentage of CAPEX

(%)

Mitigated OB

(%)

OB contribution

(%)

Resultant OB 

(%)

Standard Building 59% 7.93 4.68

Standard Civil Engineering 41% 24.62 10.09

Combined 14.77

Project Type

Percentage of 

CAPEX

(%)

Mitigated OB

(%)

OB contribution

(%)

Resultant OB 

(%)

Standard Building 56% 7.76 4.35

Standard Civil Engineering 44% 23.03 10.13

Combined 14.48
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2.2.1 BASIS OF REVIEW  

The following AC documents have been reviewed: 

▪ Airports Commission - Consultation Documentation dated 

November 2014. 

▪ Jacob Appraisal Framework Module 4. Surface Access (Estimate 

section): 

▪ Gatwick Airport Second Runway. 

▪ Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway. 

▪ Heathrow Airport North West Runway. 

▪ Airports Commission 2. Economic: Wider Impacts – Author PwC 

▪ Section 13 - Cost and Commercial Viability - Cost and Revenue 

Identification LGW 2R. 

▪ Section 13 - Cost and Commercial Viability - Cost and Revenue 

Identification LHR ENR. 

▪ Section 13 - Cost and Commercial Viability - Cost and Revenue 

Identification LHR NWR. 

▪ Section 13 - Cost and Commercial Viability – financial modelling 

input cost. 

▪ Section 13 - Cost and Commercial Viability – literature review. 

▪ Technical Submissions. 

▪ Gatwick second Runway: 

▪ Appendix A17 Capital Cost Forecast. 

▪ Appendix 21 Programme Risk Management. 

▪ Heathrow Extended Northern Runway: 

▪ Taking Britain Further – Cost Planning Summary. 

▪ Heathrow Airport Capex profiles. 

▪ Heathrow Hub: 

▪ Appendix 39 to 42 Commercial Revenue & Cost 

Assumption Spreadsheets. 

▪ Appendix 34.2 Addition to preliminary indication of cost 

for HAL expansion. 

2.3 ACTIONS  

We suggest that the AC revisit their assessment of each promoters 

cost plans to take into account the need for a robust, reliable and 

consistent approach which reflects each promoter’s submission to 

ensure comparison on an equal basis across all submissions. To 

obtain a more complete understanding the AC should provide an 

explanation for any changes that were made to the cost plans. 

 

The level of analysis across the schemes should be comparable and 

the other promoters need to provide cost plans to an equivalent level 

of detail to ensure a comparable analysis with Gatwick R2. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 A IRPORTS COMMISSION METHODOLOGY  

▪ We suggest that the AC also take into account a consistent level 

of analysis across all submissions.  

 

▪ The AC’s assessment of the promoters’ CAPEX has been 

undertaken in accordance with HM Treasury’s Green Book – 

Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government and has made 

adjustments to the promoters’ base estimates for risk and OB. 

 

▪ In assessing the costs the  AC  has looked at the following: 

a) Scheme cost. 

b) Underlying investment irrespective of any Core Works. 

c) On-going replacement of existing and developed asset. 

d) OPEX for existing and developed asset. 

e) Non aeronautical revenue from existing and developed 

asset. 

f) Beyond airport boundary SA for scheme plus operational 

and maintenance costs of these. 

 

▪ The AC has aligned costs with demand and associated facility 

requirements, which results in omitting Gatwick’s last phase  due 

to lack of demand. This final phase will deliver the following 

facilities and these would need to be reviewed to ensure whether 

they are required for the end of phase 3 facilities to be fully 

operational.  

a) Runway extensions on existing runway. These have been 

brought forward to Phase 2 in current proposals. 

b) Final taxiways. 

c) End Around Taxiway’s (EAT’s). These have been brought 

forward to Phase 2 in current proposals. 

d) RET’s / RAT’s / Runway crossings. 

e) Final Head of Stand road. 

f) 143,000m2 of code E stands. 

g) Cargo 17,400m2. 

h) Fit out of airside APM. 

i) Completion of terminal approx. 100,000m2. 

j) Completion of remote pier and contact stands. 

 

Gatwick’s believe these facilities are required and dispute the AC’s 

removal of this phase. 

▪ To assess the CAPEX the AC has used the promoters’ 

EC Harris believes the AC’s 

approach does not appear to 

be consistent with Industry 

common practice by adding 

OB on top of Risk 

allowances. 
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submissions and independently researched costs and 

benchmarked rates. 

 

▪ 15% has been added to the base cost for project on-costs to 

allow for Design & Project Management fees.  

 

▪ All costs have been rebased to 2014 values. Gatwick R2 CAPEX 

figures are at 4Q 2013 whilst Heathrow NWR figures are at Q1 

2013 and Heathrow ENR figures are 2014.  

 

▪ Risk has been applied to base costs at 20% across the board 

which the AC believes is optimistic (Jacobs Report – Module 13 

2.2.1). No consideration has been given to the individual 

promoter’s level of maturity of CAPEX or the robustness of the 

risk management schemes in place. 

 

▪ Mitigated OB has been applied at 20% across the board in 

addition to the above stated risk allowances. 

 

▪ From the established base costs, Project On-costs are added, on 

to which Risk allowance is applied as a percentage rate and then 

a further percentage to account for OB is applied on top of Risk. 

 

The AC states that a parallel study is on-going to assess the 

environmental and a community impact, which apparently shows that 

the current allowances are reasonable. This information has not been 

made available. 

3.2 EC  HARRIS REVIEW METHODOLOGY  

The EC Harris approach is summarised as follows: 

 

▪ To review both the CAPEX and delivery sections of the AC 

documentation and analyse both the sponsors’ submissions and 

the AC Consultants outputs. 

 

▪ Identify inconsistencies and anomalies, taking account of; Cost, 

Risk, OB and Expenditure Profiling. 

 

▪ EC Harris has worked closely with the Bechtel team, who have 

been appointed by Gatwick to prepare the Project Execution 

Plan, to align our approach, in particular; cost, risk and schedule 

analysis and compare the level of risk exposure of the 3 schemes 

using the same proportional risk allocations across the headline 

inputs of the AC Assessment Criteria. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 CONCLUSIONS  

1. EC Harris believes that the AC’s approach is geared to and  

supports the concept of the maximum level of facilities being 

available for Runway opening, as part of the wider Economic 

Impact even if they are not required, to meet capacity. Gatwick’s 

re phasing exercise now addresses this by delivery of the 

terminal and the landside APM in phase 1. 

2. Missing Scope – both the Heathrow ENR and the Heathrow 

NWR schemes show limited or no capacity CAPEX post runway 

opening with no allowance for T2D, T2A phase 2 or T2C. This is 

required in order to match the forecast capacity growth post 

2030 and this will increase the overall Passenger Charge. 

Gatwick has taken account of this capacity growth in its R2 

submission. 

3. EC Harris suggest that the AC take into account the maturity 

and complexity differences of the three schemes by applying 

individually assessed Risk and OB allowances. 

4. EC Harris suggest that the AC obtain a more complete 

understanding of the differences in maturity and complexity 

between the 3 schemes, as this requires a customisation of the 

OB approach and the addition of risk allowances to reflect the 

specific features and inherent risk of each scheme, rather than 

the general approach applied by the AC at present. 

5. EC Harris believes that the AC’s approach of adding OB on top 

of risk does not appear to be consistent with Industry practice. 

6. The AC does not appear to have approached the analysis of 

each of the submissions in a fair and consistent way, taking into 

account the maturity and complexity between the 3 schemes. It 

is essential that the same level of detail is applied across each 

analysis and where this level of detail has not been provided by 

the promoter it needs to be requested. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS  

The recommended Green Book assessment of OB is associated with 

the assessment of risks and uncertainty on publicly funded 

infrastructure projects in the last decade and aims at capturing the 

demonstrated systematic tendency for appraisers to be over-

optimistic about key project parameters. However, in recent times 

where entities have  more robust evidence base for cost overruns and 

other instances of bias the need and reliance for the use of OB has 
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started to be replaced by more pro-active and mature risk 

management approaches.  

 

OB, while acknowledging the risk of under-assessment, has now 

become a technique that is driven by the use of rigid calculations and 

provides a project with over-inflated contingencies that are difficult to 

fully legislate, especially at early project conception. The construction 

industry, via the IUK, is now recommending the way forward as:  

 

▪ Establish realistic budgeting potentially through a 3 point 

estimate at the early stages of a project or programme of work to 

account for project uncertainty. 

▪ Have in place formalised requirements for high quality cost and 

risk assessments at the business case model. 

▪ Introduce independent appraisal of projects. 

 

Gatwick has already introduced the above recommendations and has 

implemented a robust risk management process that outlines clear 

risk assessment criteria, risk responsibilities and a comprehensive 

and quantified risk register, with pro-active mitigation actions for the 

key risks.  

 

In addition, best practice quantification techniques have been initiated 

to assess estimating uncertainty within the base estimate, the cost 

impact of risks and the potential schedule delay in each of the project 

phases. These processes cover many of the mitigation factors in the 

mitigated OB assessments and provide far greater granularity, 

assurance and confidence at this stage of the project.  

 

Therefore, EC Harris supports a recommendation that the risk 

contingency can be reduced further to reflect the residual risk position 

after the management actions have been implemented and OB can 

be omitted or reduced to a level below 15% to reflect; (a) the risk 

management regime that is in place, (b) the informed estimating and 

(c) the independent appraisals that the project has gone through 

since the submission to the AC. 

 

EC Harris also believes the AC should undertake the following: 

 

▪ Review of the spend profile of all of the promoters to ensure they 

are achievable and if not then the programme will require 

amendment. 

▪ Review assessment and analysis of each promoters scheme to 

ensure that the analysis and comparison is on a “like for like” 

basis and that each of the promoters details are reviewed at an 
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equivalent level. 

▪ Missing CAPEX for continued growth for each promoter to 

ensure the CAPEX reflects a comparable growth between the 

schemes must be included in the individual CAPEX plans. 

▪ Review the AC’s CAPEX evaluation of each scheme and 

reassess their allowances to ensure that they reflect current 

industry benchmarks and the nature and location of the works to 

provide a CAPEX plan which aligns the project specifics of each 

scheme. Where the AC makes changes to the promoters CAPEX 

plan they should provide substantiation for this. 
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Appendix 1   DETAILED ANALYSIS  

SUMMARY  

In undertaking our detailed analysis EC Harris has looked at the 

Gatwick R2, Heathrow NWR and ENR schemes and assessed the 

following for both airport infrastructure and surface access: 

 

▪ OB. 

▪ Quantities. 

▪ Rates. 

▪ Expenditure Forecast. 

 

Due to the lack of detail and the inconsistencies within the Heathrow 

ENR submission it has been difficult to analyse their CAPEX and as 

such we have been unable to compare it with the other two 

promoters. We have therefore dealt with Heathrow ENR separately. 

 

A comparison between the AC’s scheme base costs and the 

Promoters’ base costs has flagged up a difference between GAL and 

the AC of 18% and HAL NWR and the AC of only 5%. 

 

GATWICK  

The table below shows at a facility level the changes that the AC has 

made to the Gatwick cost plan. This indicates significant changes 

have been made within the following elements: 

▪ Airfield. 

▪ Airfield ancillary facilities. 

▪ Airside infrastructure. 

▪ Environmental compensation and mitigation. 

▪ Community impacts. 
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Table 5 - Gatwick Scheme CAPEX Comparison AC 

 

The AC has undertaken a considerable review of the Gatwick cost 

plan. They have been able to undertake this because of the level of 

detail provided within the Gatwick submission. 

 

A full detail of the CAPEX plan is contained further on in the 

Appendices. The major differences are detailed in table 6 below. 

 
Table 6 - Gatwick Scheme CAPEX major differences to AC 

 

We would challenge the AC on the logic behind these changes  

 

Item  Gatwick Airport and AC Cost Differences Cost

1. Addition of 5.2% to all rates +£356M

2. Increased area of all airfield pavements, taxiways, aprons (597,862 m2) +£209M

3. Terminals and Piers increase on rates +£47M

4. Omission of temporary pier and baggage revisions to south terminal -£91M

5. Airside APM increased allowance for station construction and fit out +£146M

6. Increased baggage allowance within mid field terminal +£34M

7. Allowance for environmental mitigation added +£250M

8. Allowance for other community impacts added +£35M

9. Increase to design team fees due to above +£155M

10. Adjustment to risk and Optimism Bias +£1,437M

11. No inclusion in AC Estimate for construction logistics and insurances -£193M

Gatwick R2
AC Estimate

(Comp Corrected)

Variance

On Total

% Variance

On Total

Enabling works £142,268,439 £149,301,889 £7,033,450 5%

Airfield £672,451,155 £893,241,685 £220,790,530 33%

Airfield Ancillary Facilities £125,363,978 £149,610,843 £24,246,865 19%

Terminal Buildings £1,981,746,400 £2,031,973,295 £50,226,895 3%

Airside Infrastructure £232,478,280 £403,227,038 £170,748,758 73%

Landside Infrastructure £529,662,555 £541,424,812 £11,762,257 2%

Equipment £228,800,000 £240,697,600 £11,897,600 5%

Operational Commissioning £38,000,000 £39,976,000 £1,976,000 5%

Operational Handover £20,000,000 £21,040,000 £1,040,000 5%

Purchase of Land & Existing Infrastructure £834,354,496 £877,740,930 £43,386,434 5%

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation £22,896,250 £274,086,855 £251,190,605 1097%

Community Impacts £78,083,220 £121,792,905 £43,709,685 56%

Project / Design Team Fees £694,548,397 £845,976,116 £151,427,719 22%

Items Not Covered by the Commission £197,716,696 £0 -£197,716,696

Investment Costs £5,600,653,170 £6,590,089,968 £989,436,798 18%

Risks & Optimism Bias £1,458,071,710 £2,899,639,586 £1,441,567,876 99%

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) £1,458,071,710 £1,318,017,994 -£140,053,716 -10%

Optimism Bias £0 £1,581,621,592 £1,581,621,592

Total £7,256,441,576 £9,489,729,554 £2,233,287,978 31%
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HEATHROW  

 
Table 7 - Scheme CAPEX Heathrow NWR comparison to AC 

 

From the above we can see that Heathrow NWR scheme has 

incorporated Design and Project Management fees and Risk into their 

facility level items. The Heathrow NWR submission states that 

allowances of 15% for fees and 15% for risk were included. This will 

account for some of the differences to the AC figures. 

 

This indicates that the commission has made very little adjustment to 

the Heathrow NWR CAPEX with the exception of the inclusion for OB.  

 

Heathrow NWR has assessed their costs on a base date of Q1 2013, 

the AC’s base date is 2014. However, there does not appear to be 

any adjustment for this. Current indices indicate an increase of 

between 2 - 4.5% during this period. This would increase the AC’s 

assessment of the Heathrow NWR scheme by £400m - £850m. 

 

In the analysis of the Heathrow NWR CAPEX the following are the 

major differences between the promoter’s and the AC’s assessments: 

 

  

Facility HAL Estimate AC Estimate
Variance

On Total

% Variance

On Total

Total £14,700,700,000 £18,583,044,643 £3,882,344,643 26%

Investment Costs £14,700,700,000 £12,904,892,108 -£1,795,807,892 -12%

Enabling works £562,000,000 £394,478,437 -£167,521,563 -30%

Airfield £901,000,000 £655,157,015 -£245,842,985 -27%

Airfield Ancillary Facilities £675,500,000 £329,314,433 -£346,185,567 -51%

Terminal Buildings £4,376,000,000 £3,329,441,894 -£1,046,558,106 -24%

Airside Infrastructure £2,215,000,000 £1,640,107,580 -£574,892,420 -26%

Landside Infrastructure £1,229,700,000 £967,376,217 -£262,323,783 -21%

Equipment £1,118,000,000 £729,755,102 -£388,244,898 -35%

Operational Commissioning £200,000,000 £124,081,633 -£75,918,367 -38%

Operational Handover £5,000,000 £3,102,041 -£1,897,959 -38%

Purchase of Land & Existing Infrastructure £2,495,000,000 £2,225,973,913 -£269,026,087 -11%

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation £534,800,000 £476,069,044 -£58,730,956 -11%

Community Impacts £388,700,000 £346,788,000 -£41,912,000 -11%

Project/Design Team Fees £0 £1,683,246,799 £1,683,246,799

Risks & Optimism Bias £0 £5,678,152,535 £5,678,152,535

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) £0 £2,580,978,425 £2,580,978,425

Optimism Bias £0 £3,097,174,110 £3,097,174,110
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Table 8 - Scheme CAPEX major differences to AC 

 

OPTIMISM B IAS  

The AC has applied Risk allowances and Mitigated OB equally to 

each scheme despite the difference; (a) in scope and building mix 

between Standard Buildings and Standard Civil Engineering Works 

and (b) the level of maturity and detailed delivery methodology of 

each scheme. In addition, some of the mitigating factors applied to 

Gatwick increase the level of mitigated OB on the scheme when in 

fact there is no real justification as to why Gatwick will be unable to 

mitigate these factors as well as the 2 other Heathrow schemes. 

 

EC Harris using the AC Estimates has used the Cost Breakdown 

Structure attached in these Appendices to break the schemes into the 

component parts of Standard Building and Standard Civil Engineering 

works. This leads to different Unmitigated OB Contributions across 

the 3 schemes. In addition, the mitigated factors that were not 

deemed to make a fair representation of the features of each scheme 

were equalised and applied to the Unmitigated OB. The table below 

outlines the different scheme mixes and resultant Mitigated OB that 

should be applied across the 3 schemes. The full analysis is attached 

in Appendix 2 (Building Breakdown) and Appendix 3 (Revised 

Optimism Bias calculation). 

 
Table 9 - Building Mixes and resultant OB 

Item Description:  Heathrow NWR and AC Cost Differences Cost

1. Land Purchase £340M

2. Community Impacts £53M

3. Risk £649M

4. Optimism Bias £3,097M

5. Airfield Ancillary Facilities -£181M

6. Equipment -116M

7. Sundry Items -37M
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In the AC submission Gatwick has omitted OB because of the 

project’s mature risk management where risks were identified through 

a series of workshops and engagement with interest groups, 

stakeholders and delivery parties. 

 

The cost data used are based on Gatwick’s £1bn successfully 

delivered infrastructure and independent consultant benchmarks with 

strong aviation expertise and with over 70% of base cost 

benchmarked and market tested. High level estimating uncertainty 

was applied on the base cost estimate and the variance at P50 and 

P80 was identified and added to the risk allowances. 

 

Quantified risk analysis on both cost and schedule at the ‘current’ 

position i.e. the probability and impact of the risk at the time of the 

assessment. The estimating uncertainty ranges and the quantitative 

risk analysis results were added to the base cost estimate providing a 

risk allowance of £1.325 billion at P80 confidence levels (£1.161bn at 

P50) for pre-mitigated risk which equates to 23% of the project base 

estimate. Further implementation of mitigation plans may contain the 

residual risk exposure with lower percentage allowances. 

 

In addition, the deterministic schedule dates of Phase 1 Completion 

are achievable (at P80 confidence without major risk mitigation plans 

being implemented). 

 

Precedents to the above risk management approach, which in recent 

times has replaced the use of OB, are emerging in the procurement of 

Infrastructure projects where the procuring entity is deemed to be a 

repeat client with a good project intelligence database (Infrastructure 

Risk Group 2013, Managing Cost Risk and Uncertainty in 

Infrastructure projects). 

 

In contrast to the above approach the Heathrow NWR scheme, based 

on Heathrow’s data-base of experience, has stated that risk 

allowances are built into the base cost estimate and also added an 

additional risk allowance of 15% on the assumption that risk will be 

mitigated further as the project matures. The EC Harris team had no 

access to the Heathrow base cost estimate to verify this. 

 

The Heathrow ENR scheme has stated that premiums varying 

between 15% - 50% depending upon the cost item were added on the 

estimates (in the original submission states OB of 50% for the airfield 

scheme and 60% on the Heathrow Hub Interchange). The EC Harris 

team had no access to the Heathrow ENR base cost estimate to 

verify this. 
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A IRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE QUANTITIES  

EC Harris has abstracted the major quantities from the AC’s 

assessments of CAPEX to compare to the promoter’s assessments, 

however, because neither of the Heathrow schemes provided any 

quantities in their submissions EC Harris is unable to see in detail 

how the AC’s assessment compares. 

 

In analysing the Gatwick R2 quantities it is noted that the AC has 

increased the overall area of airfield significantly, the major difference 

being the taxiways. EC Harris attributes this to the fact that the AC 

may have included this to account for shoulders. In the Gatwick 

design Arup has advised that due to the existing ground conditions at 

Gatwick there is no need for shoulders. The AC should justify its 

assessment of this. 

 

 
Table 10 - Comparison of major quantities 

 

This comparison also shows the difference in airfield quantities 

between Gatwick and both of the Heathrow schemes with an increase 

of 78% from Heathrow NWR. Whilst there is an increase across all of 

the areas the major one is related to the taxiways. The AC should 

justify its assessment of these areas for all of the promoters. 

 

It is difficult to make a comparison of the terminal and satellite areas 

are difficult due to lack of published data. Heathrow has been 

assessed on a floor plate rather than a Gross Internal Floor Area 

(GIFA). This is surprising as the GIFA is the recognised metric for 

assessing CAPEX values for building construction based on the 

current level of design. 

 

If we apply a 3.5 - 4 x floor plate multiple, which would replicate a T2A 

type terminal model, plus the inclusion of a basement this would give 

Gatwick R2 Gatwick R2 

AC Estimate

Heathrow 

NWR
Heathrow NWR

AC Estimate

Heathrow 

ENR
Heathrow ENR

AC Estimate

Runway 247,326m2 247,326m2 262,500m2 221,600m2

Taxiways (incl End around taxiways) 589,700m2 1,097,871m2 856,750m2 572,161m2

RET's and RAT's 211,192m2 380,880m2

Taxilanes 412,256m2 442,200m2 incl above incl above

Aprons 183,827m2 177,490m2 448,133m2 460,831m2

Stands 455,854m2 352,000m2 incl above incl above

Total of all airfield pavements 

runways, taxiways
2,100,155m2 2,697,767m2 1,567,383m2 1,254,592m2

Terminal Buildings 228,385m2 228,385m2
67,605m2 

floor plate

67,605m2 

floor plate

Piers / Satellites 169,333m2 169,333m2

50,644m2 + 

21,780m2 

(T2E) floor 

plate

53,081m2 + 

21,780m2 

(T2E) floor 

plate
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an approximate GIFA of between 235,000 – 270,500m2. Based upon 

these assumptions this aligns with the Gatwick terminal areas. 

 

A multiple of 3.5 would be appropriate for the satellites and would 

reflect the T2B model which would give an area of approximately 

178,000m2 for T6B and 76,200m2 for T2E. This means that 

Heathrow is proposing significantly more satellite area than Gatwick. 

 

 

A IRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE RATES  

The following are the key rates used by the AC for the Gatwick and 

the Heathrow submissions compared to the rates used by Gatwick: 

 

 
Table 11 - Key rates used in cost plans 

 

There is a difference in the rates for the terminals and piers.  

 

Gatwick has undertaken extensive benchmarking exercises from out-

turn costs for completed schemes over the last 10 years and has 

taken into consideration for the nature of the site, its mainly green 

field status and the landside or airside location in the formulation of 

their rates. All rates have been aligned to Q4 2013 prices.  

 

EC Harris suggests that the AC provide justification to support the 

case for increasing these rates, to enable all parties to gain a more 

complete understanding of the AC’s figures. 

 

EXPENDITURE FORECAST  

A further key differential between the three promoter’s schemes is the 

expenditure forecast profiles and the ability to manage and 

sustainably deliver such a spend profile.  

 

 

 

Description Gatwick R2 

(£/m2 of GFA)

Gatwick AC 

(£/m2 of GFA

Heathrow NWR 

(£/m2 of GFA)

Heathrow Hub 

(£/m2 of GFA)

Heathrow AC 

(£/m2 of GFA)

Terminals £3,500 £4,580 £5,766

Piers £3,900 £5,000 £5,475

Runway £207 £218 £368

Taxiway £250 £292 £368

Stands £318 £375 £479

MCSP £12,000 £12,624
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Our analysis uses the expenditure profiles prepared by the AC based 

upon its assessment of the CAPEX requirements for each scheme 

and contained within the section 13 reports prepared by Jacobs and 

Leigh Fisher. None of the promoter’s submissions contained any 

information on this matter. 

 

The front end delivery programme submitted to the AC for both the 

Heathrow ENR and NWR schemes is at best challenging.  As 

indicated in the graphs below the rate at which capital will be 

consumed is equally challenging.  

 

For Heathrow NWR, between 2022 and 2027 the programme 

converts into an expenditure rising from £01.5bn to a peak of 

approximately £2.3bn.  

 

For Heathrow ENR between 2021 and 2024 the annual expenditure 

exceeds £2.4bn in three of these years whilst over this four year 

period the total expenditure is in the order of £9bn. 

 

The profile for Gatwick R2 is clearly shown in the charts below as a 

more realistic and manageable one with annual expenditure peaking 

at £0.5bn and more evenly spread over a 24 year period. 

 

Reviewing the 3 CAPEX Expenditure Profiles (see below graphs), 

which have been abstracted from the AC’s reports 13-Cost and 

Commercial viability - cost and revenue identification for each of the 

scheme promoters and are the AC’s expenditure forecasts based on 

the scheme promoter’s costs contained within the May 2014 

submissions exclusive of surface access, it is easy to see that both 

the Heathrow schemes are expending significant amounts annually 

over a much shorter time span than Gatwick. Previously EC Harris 

has advised that the maximum Heathrow spent per annum, when the 

T5 and T2 developments were at their peak, was around £1.3bn. T5 

costed a total of £4.3bn (2003 prices) and this expenditure took place 

over a period of 10 years with expenditure peaking at £967m in 

2005/06. Both Heathrow ENR and Heathrow NWR are looking to 

spend £2.0bn - £2.4bn annually over a number of years. 

 

This raises the question of whether the level of expenditure forecast 

in both of the Heathrow submissions can realistically be sustained 

bearing in mind the funding requirements of such a programme and 

the amount of activity that can practically, safely and efficiently take 

place on and around an operational airport and critical transport 

infrastructure that are local to the airport. 
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Figure 3 - HAL, Gatwick & HI Scheme Capital Expenditure (Scheme Promoter’s estimates)  
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Following this sustained high level of expenditure the level of CAPEX 

drops dramatically. Such a profile indicates that the majority of the 

CAPEX relating to either of the Heathrow schemes will have been 

spent by the end of 2028 which raises a question on the funding 

availability and whether there are sufficient funds allowed in the either 

of the plans to complete the additional facilities required after this 

point in time. The cost plan includes for T2E but does not include for 

the extension to T2A, T2D or T2C. 

 

HEATHROW ENR 

The Heathrow ENR submission provides the following summary of 

costs: 

 

 
Table 12 - Heathrow ENR Cost Plan 

 

 
Table 13 - Adjustment of Heathrow ENR cost plan to exclude OB and surface access 

Element Total 

Total as Heathrow Hub £12.1bn 

Less  

OB on Airport Site -£1.6bn 

OB on Surface Access -£2.2bn 

Nett Of OB £8.3bn 

Less  

New roads including diversion of M25 -£0.7bn 

Road and Rail infrastructure -£0.6bn 

Revised Total (excl surface access and OB) £7.0bn 
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The detailed back up provided has been prepared by G&T and the 

main summary is: 

 
Table 14 Detailed back up to Heathrow ENR cost plan (Extract from Heathrow ENR documentation) 

 

The above excluding the surface access (£540m plus £159m of 

contingency giving a total of £699m for surface access) is £8.7bn 

which bears no correlation to the adjusted comparable capex 

summary in the Heathrow ENR submission of £7.0bn.  

 

More detail on how these numbers are derived is required to enable a 

full review and analysis. 

 

EC Harris has reviewed the detailed cost plan for the Heathrow ENR 

scheme which was prepared by G&T. This has raised a number of 

questions around scope, these are: 

▪ Allowance for two number satellites totalling 330,800m2 above 

and below ground. No allowance for any new satellites within the 

T2 campus. 

▪ New T6 but no inclusion for extending T2. 

▪ TTS and baggage connections from T6 to satellites and from T5. 

to T2E but no connection between T5 and T6. 

▪ No additional long stay car parks. 

▪ Costs exclude the ‘Hub’ north of the M4 and the baggage and 

transfer connections. 

▪ An allowance of 10% of contaminated material. 

▪ No allowance for southern road tunnel. 
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In Module 14 the AC has reviewed the facilities required and adjusted 

the scope of the Heathrow ENR cost plan to include for the facilities 

the Airports Commission deem necessary. This revised scope 

detailed in module 14 includes allowances for full dual parallel 

taxiways to western end of pavement; dual taxiway to south of T5 / 

T6; runway links and revised T6 apron layout. 

 

The AC has recalculated the Heathrow ENR capex (exclusive of 

surface access and OB) to be £10.1bn but has not provided any 

detail to show how this has been calculated. 

 

Based upon this revised scope the AC has produced a revised cost 

plan which totals £13.5bn including mitigated OB but excluding 

surface access. This includes for two satellites plus T2E but does not 

include any allowance for T2 phases 2 and 3 which are shown as 

necessary to support the required capacity. 

 

SURFACE ACCESS  

The widest variation in cost between the sponsors and the AC is in 

the surface access costs. This is shown in the table below: 

 
Table 15 - Surface access comparison of promoters and AC CAPEX 

 

A significant variance on the Heathrow NWR scheme is due to the 

omission of scope within the promoter’s submission. Heathrow NWR 

has excluded the following: 

▪ 50% of motorway diversions. 

▪ Southern Road Tunnel. 

▪ Southern rail improvement. 

 

Heathrow NWR has not provided any detail relating to surface access 

costs therefore we are unable to identify all of the reasons behind the 

difference with the AC’s assessments. 

 

Due to the fact that Gatwick provided a greater level of detail in the 

submission it is possible to analyse further into these and identify the 

anomalies. 

 

 Gatwick R2

£m 

AC Estimate 

£m

Heathrow

£m

AC Estimate

£m

Heathrow 

ENR

£m

AC Estimate

£m

Surface Access £516 £510 £891 £3,242 £3,613

Optimum Bias £0 £224 £0 £1,534 £1,697

Total £516 £734 £891 £4,776 £5,310
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In addition the AC consultants for the Heathrow NWR scheme have 

given unit rates which are consistently higher than industry standard 

benchmarks. 

 

 
Table 16 - Surface access comparison of AC to Gatwick R2 

 

The major difference between the two estimates is the risk allowance 

versus the OB allowance which equates to £149m, over 68% of the 

difference.  

 

There is also a significant difference between Gatwick and the AC for 

the Balcombe Road diversion. This is a single carriageway in each 

direction, rural road for which the AC has allowed £15m per km whilst 

Gatwick has allowed £1.8m per km. Industry benchmarks 

substantiate the Gatwick allowance. We suggest that the AC review 

its estimate and substantiate the allowances included. 

 

The average allowances contained within the Gatwick and AC’s 

estimates are detailed below: 

 

 
Table 17 - Surface access key rates 

 

Description Gatwick R2 (£/km) Gatwick AC (£/km) Heathrow NWR 

(£/km) 

Heathrow Hub 

(£/km)

Heathrow AC 

(£/km)

Motorways £50m/km

A (local) Roads £12m/km £25-35m/km £25m/km

B (local) Roads £2m/km £15m/km

Surface Access Section of Work
Gatwick R2's 

Estimate

Airports 

Commission 

Estimate

Variance

Highways and surface access £353,563,250 £510,000,000

Community Impacts £4,419,541

Project / Design Team Fees £60,105,753

Project Specifics £23,467,761

SUB-TOTAL £441,556,305 £510,000,000 £68,443,695

Risk £74,834,563

Optimism Bias @ 44% £224,000,000 £149,165,437

OVERALL TOTAL £516,390,868 £734,000,000 £217,609,132
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Appendix 2  BUILDING M IX BREAKDOWN 

▪ Building Mix Breakdown Methodology 

▪ Gatwick 2R - Airport Commission Estimate -Building Mix 

▪ Heathrow 3R -Building Mix Breakdown Analysis 

▪ Heathrow Hub - Building Mix Breakdown Analysis 
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BUILDING M IX BREAKDOWN METHODOLOGY  

 

 

01. Standard Buildings 

Airfield Operations building 

APM 

Apron Control Centre 

Baggage 

Baggage Handling Systems 

Control Tower and ATC Facilities; height 46m  

De-Icing & Snow Clearance 

Demolitions - outside of GAL boundary 

Demolitions - within GAL boundary 

Fixed Links, VCC's, Rotunda/Nodes, PCA and Airbridges 

Flight systems 

M&E services 

Passenger flow and security 

Piers 

Proving trials by area 

Reprovision of removed facilities 

Rescue & Fire Fighting 

Serviced areas for ancillary facilities eg hotels, offices, cargo buildings, Hangars etc 

Station construction 

Station fit out 

Sub-surface maintenance facility remote pier 

Terminals 

02. Standard Civil Engineering 

Airfield 

Airfield instrumentation 

Airfield other 

Airport Roads (GAL) 

Archaeology/ Ecology / Heritage 

Car parks 

Cut and cover tunnel, excluding fit out 

De-Icing & Snow Clearance Equipment 

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation 

Extend existing NT Transit station to accommodate new train length 

Facilities 

Guideway system and fit out 

New APM Station, 75m x 18m = 1,350m2 each 

New at grade APM guideway connecting existing system North of ST to new Terminal 

New elevated APM guideway connecting new Terminal to South Terminal 
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New sub-structure supports 

Noise control 

Obstacle clearances 

Power Generation 

Principle Water Course Permanent Diversions  

Realign existing bridge deck units to new continuous APM alignment 

Rescue & Fire Fighting 

Roads 

Rolling stock; 4 cars each per set 

Runway 

Security 

Site preparation comprising topsoil strip and breaking out existing landside roads and parking areas 

Stands 

Station fit out 

Surface water 

Taxiways & Aprons 

Upgrade existing retained guideance system 

Upgrade existing retained station systems 

Utilities 

VCC ST Railway Station to APM ST Station: Escalators 

VCC ST Railway Station to APM ST Station: Lifts 

03. Apportioned 

Compensation/Blight 

GAL Programme Management and associated Consultants 

Levies &  106 Agreements 

Other Community 

04. Contingency 

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) 

5. Land Purchase, inc Contingency 

Land Purchase 
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GATWICK 2R  -  AIRPORT COMMISSION ESTIMATE -BUILDING M IX 
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HEATHROW 3R  -BUILDING M IX  BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS  
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HEATHROW HUB -  BUILDING M IX  BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS  
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Appendix 3  REVISED OPTIMISM BIAS CALCULATION 

▪ Gatwick 2R - Optimism Bias Analysis - Revised Building Mix Only 

▪ Gatwick 2R - Optimism Bias Analysis - Revised Building Mix And 

Mitigating Factors 

▪ Heathrow 3R - Optimism Bias Analysis - Revised Building Mix 

▪ The Hub - Optimism Bias Analysis - Revised Building Mix 
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GATWICK 2R  -  OPTIMISM B IAS ANALYSIS -  REVISED BUILDING M IX  ONLY  
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GATWICK 2R  -  OPTIMISM B IAS ANALYSIS -  REVISED BUILDING M IX  AND M IT IGATING FACTORS  
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HEATHROW 3R  –  OPTIMISM B IAS ANALYSIS REVISED BUILDING M IX  
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THE HUB -  OPTIMISM B IAS ANALYSIS -  REVISED BUILDING M IX  
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Appendix 4  GATWICK R2 DETAILED COST PLAN 
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Appendix 5  HEATHROW NWR DETAILED COST PLAN 
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HAL ESTIMATE

P

h

a

s

Total

at 2050

Total

at 2050

Heathrow Airport North West Runway (Jacob Estimate) 18,583,044,634 14,700,700,000 £14,717,450,000 £3,865,594,634

Investment Costs 12,904,892,099 14,700,700,000 £12,783,217,391 £121,674,708

Airport Infrastructure Construction 8,172,814,350 11,282,200,000 £8,530,964,083 -£358,149,733

Enabling works 394,478,437 562,000,000 £424,952,741 -£30,474,304

Decants/Demolitions 239,408,228 £341,000,000 £257,844,991 -£18,436,763

Site Clearance 543 ha 156,326.82 84,951,308 £121,000,000 £91,493,384 -£6,542,076

Decants/Demolitions 0.91 sum 170,612,244.90 154,456,920 £220,000,000 £166,351,607 -£11,894,687

Enabling Works 155,070,209 £221,000,000 £167,107,750 -£12,037,541

Earthworks 3,932,524 m3 8.21 32,286,022 £46,000,000 £34,782,609 -£2,496,587

Site Levelling and Soil Remediation/Stabilisation 270 ha 454,974.30 122,784,187 £175,000,000 £132,325,142 -£9,540,955

Airfield 655,157,015 901,000,000 £681,285,444 -£26,128,429

Runway (includes Taxiways for HAL estimate) 96,697,125 £591,000,000 £446,880,907 -£350,183,782

Runway including shoulders 262,500 m2 368.37 96,697,125 £591,000,000 £446,880,907 -£350,183,782

Taxiways and Aprons (includes stands for HAL estimate) 315,604,681 £17,000,000 £12,854,442 £302,750,239

Taxiways and Taxi Lanes 856,760 m2 368.37 315,604,681 £315,604,681

Stands 199,248,210 229,000,000 £173,156,900 £26,091,310

Code C/D Stands 717 m2 448.24 321,388 £321,388

Contact Stands to satellites 380,580 m2 418.78 159,379,292 £127,000,000 £96,030,246 £63,349,047

Remote Stands 66,836 m2 591.71 39,547,530 £102,000,000 £77,126,654 -£37,579,125

Airfield Instrumentation 43,606,999 64,000,000 £48,393,195 -£4,786,196

Navigational Equipment/Lighting 1,433,027 m2 30.43 43,606,999 £64,000,000 £48,393,195 -£4,786,196

Airfield Ancillary Facilities 329,314,433 675,500,000 £510,775,047 -£181,460,614

Air Traffic Control 60,000,000 £102,000,000 £77,126,654 -£17,126,654

Control Tower 1 sum 60,000,000.00 60,000,000 £102,000,000 £77,126,654 -£17,126,654

Security 19,387,755 £25,000,000 £18,903,592 £484,163

Site Security Fence 1 sum 5,428,571.43 5,428,571 £7,000,000 £5,293,006 £135,566

Control Posts 1 sum 13,959,183.67 13,959,184 £18,000,000 £13,610,586 £348,598

Rescue and Fire Fighting 3,060,000 0 £0 £3,060,000

Fire Station 1 sum 3,060,000.00 3,060,000 £0 £3,060,000

 Maintenance Base £0 £0

Fuel Systems 49,219,049 £136,000,000 £102,835,539 -£53,616,489

Fuel Farms 7 nr 7,031,292.78 49,219,049 £136,000,000 £102,835,539 -£53,616,489

De-Icing and Snow Clearance 29,352,522 £32,900,000 £24,877,127 £4,475,395

De-Icing Pads 1 sum 29,352,521.74 29,352,522 £32,900,000 £24,877,127 £4,475,395

Serviced Areas for ancillary facilities e.g. Hotels, Offices, Cargo Buildings, 

Hangars, etc 
70,650,300 125,000,000 £94,517,958 -£23,867,658

Serviced Areas for ancillary facilities e.g. Hotels, Offices, Cargo Buildings, 

Hangars, etc 

706,503 m2 100 70,650,300
£125,000,000

£94,517,958
-£23,867,658

Surface Water Drainage 24,960,000 168,000,000 £127,032,136 -£102,072,136

Balancing Ponds incl. equipment, pumping, controls instrumentation, oil 

interceptors, pipework, etc

83 ha 300,000 24,960,000
£168,000,000

£127,032,136
-£102,072,136

Noise Control Measures 72,684,807 86,600,000 £65,482,042 £7,202,765

Noise Bund 1 sum 72,684,807 72,684,807 £86,600,000 £65,482,042 £7,202,765

Terminal Buildings 3,329,441,895 £4,376,000,000 £3,308,884,688 £20,557,206

Terminals 1,559,368,141 £2,066,000,000 £1,562,192,817 -£2,824,675

T6 Terminal building, Substructure 67,605 m2 3,572.65 241,529,003 £320,000,000 £241,965,974 -£436,970

T6 Terminal building, Superstructure 67,605 m2 6,732.20 455,130,381 £603,000,000 £455,954,631 -£824,250

T6 Terminal building, Fit Out 67,605 m2 12,761.02 862,708,757 £1,143,000,000 £864,272,212 -£1,563,455

Piers &  Satellites 1,560,073,765 £2,016,000,000 £1,524,385,633 £35,688,132

Satellite Substructure 50,644 m2 2,684.16 135,936,599 £176,000,000 £133,081,285 £2,855,314

Satellite Superstructure 50,645 m2 8,128.90 411,688,141 £533,000,000 £403,024,575 £8,663,566

Satellite Fit Out 50,646 m2 5,612.37 284,244,091 £368,000,000 £278,260,870 £5,983,221

T2E Satellite 21,780 m2 33,434.57 728,204,935 £939,000,000 £710,018,904 £18,186,031

Fixed Links, VCC, Rotunda/Nodes, PCA and Airbridges 209,999,988 £294,000,000 £222,306,238 -£12,306,250

VCC, Airbridge,  PCA, nodes and fixed links to new stands 66 nr 3,181,818 209,999,988 £294,000,000 £222,306,238 -£12,306,250

Airside Infrastructure 1,640,107,579 £2,215,000,000 £1,674,858,223 -£34,750,644

Access Roads 332,693,878 £429,000,000 £324,385,633 £8,308,244

Airside Roads & Tunnels 1 sum 332,693,877.55 332,693,878 £429,000,000 £324,385,633 £8,308,244

Baggage Tunnels 250,819,944 £535,000,000 £404,536,862 -£153,716,918

Baggage Tunnels Civils 2,400 m 30,864.14 74,073,936 £158,000,000 £119,470,699 -£45,396,763
Baggage Tunnels Fit Out 2,400 m 73,644.17 176,746,008 £377,000,000 £285,066,163 -£108,320,155
TTS Tunnels 516,321,648 650,000,000 £491,493,384 £24,828,264

TTS Tunnels Civils 6,300 m 57,855.52 364,489,776 £470,000,000 £355,387,524 £9,102,252

TTS Tunnels Fit Out 6,300 m 22,157.44 139,591,872 £180,000,000 £136,105,860 £3,486,012

Additional TTS Cars 6 nr 2,040,000.00 12,240,000 £0 £12,240,000

TTS Station/Depot 540,272,110 £601,000,000 £454,442,344 £85,829,766

TTS Stations 4 nr 74,190,476.45 296,761,906 £287,000,000 £217,013,233 £79,748,673

TTS Stations Fit Out 1.00 sum 107,795,918.37 107,795,918 £139,000,000 £105,103,970 £2,691,949

TTS Maintenance Base Substructure 1.00 sum 103,142,857.14 103,142,857 £133,000,000 £100,567,108 £2,575,749

TTS Maintenance Base Fit Out 1.00 sum 32,571,428.57 32,571,429 £42,000,000 £31,758,034 £813,395

Landside Infrastructure 967,376,217 £1,229,700,000 £929,829,868 £37,546,349

Connectivity 96,938,776 £125,000,000 £94,517,958 £2,420,817

Landside Connectivity Systems 1.00 sum 96,938,775.51 96,938,776 £125,000,000 £94,517,958 £2,420,817

Car Parks 500,204,082 £645,000,000 £487,712,665 £12,491,416

Car Park - Surface & Multi Storey Parking 1.00 sum 500,204,081.63 500,204,082 £645,000,000 £487,712,665 £12,491,416

Power Generation 93,061,224 120,000,000 £90,737,240 £2,323,984

Energy and Infrastructure 1.00 sum 93,061,224.49 93,061,224 £120,000,000 £90,737,240 £2,323,984
Utilities 172,163,265 £222,000,000 £167,863,894 £4,299,371

Utilities 1.00 sum 172,163,265.31 172,163,265 £222,000,000 £167,863,894 £4,299,371

River Diversion/Culverts 105,008,870 £117,700,000 £88,998,110 £16,010,760

Culverts 1.00 sum 28,460,347.83 28,460,348 £31,900,000 £24,120,983 £4,339,365

Waterways 1.00 sum 76,548,521.74 76,548,522 £85,800,000 £64,877,127 £11,671,395

Equipment 729,755,102 1,118,000,000 £845,368,620 -£115,613,518

Baggage Handling Systems 729,755,102 1,118,000,000 £845,368,620 -£115,613,518

Baggage Equipment Terminal 1.00 sum 299,346,938.78 299,346,939 £386,000,000 £291,871,456 £7,475,483

Baggage Equipment Satellite 1.00 sum 430,408,163 430,408,163 555,000,000 £419,659,735 £10,748,428

Baggage Equipment Satellite T2E 177,000,000 £133,837,429 -£133,837,429

Operational Commissioning 124,081,632 200,000,000 £151,228,733 -£27,147,101

Development Process Costs 124,081,632 200,000,000 £151,228,733 -£27,147,101

Consents 0.80 sum 135,714,285 108,571,428 175,000,000 £132,325,142 -£23,753,714

Operational Readiness 0.80 sum 19,387,755 15,510,204 25,000,000 £18,903,592 -£3,393,388

Operational Handover 3,102,041 5,000,000 £3,780,718 -£678,678

Operational Handover 3,102,041 5,000,000 £3,780,718 -£678,678

Aerodrome Manual 0.80 sum 3,877,551 3,102,041 5,000,000 £3,780,718 -£678,678

Purchase of Land & Existing Infrastructure 2,225,973,911 2,495,000,000 £1,886,578,450 £339,395,461

Purchase of Land & Existing Infrastructure 2,225,973,911 2,495,000,000 £1,886,578,450 £339,395,461

Purchase of Land & Existing Infrastructure 1,958,321,738 2,495,000,000 £1,886,578,450 £71,743,288

Residential property compulsory purchase 1.00 sum 267,652,173 267,652,173 300,000,000 £226,843,100 £40,809,073

Commercial property compulsory purchase 1.00 sum 1,552,382,608 1,552,382,608 1,740,000,000 £1,315,689,981 £236,692,627

Land Purchase 1.00 sum 405,939,130 405,939,130 455,000,000 £344,045,369 £61,893,761

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation 476,069,040 534,800,000 £404,385,633 £71,683,407

Environmental Compensation & Mitigation 476,069,040 534,800,000 £404,385,633 £71,683,407

Ecology 12,222,782 13,700,000 £10,359,168 £1,863,614

Ecology 1.00 sum 12,222,782 12,222,782 13,700,000 £10,359,168 £1,863,614

Landscape 138,019,304 154,800,000 £117,051,040 £20,968,264

Habitat Reprovision 1.00 sum 26,497,565 26,497,565 29,700,000 £22,457,467 £4,040,098

Landscape 1.00 sum 111,521,739 111,521,739 125,100,000 £94,593,573 £16,928,166

Surface Water mitigation 137,840,869 154,500,000 £116,824,197 £21,016,672

Surface Water Flood Mitigation 1.00 sum 120,175,826 120,175,826 134,700,000 £101,852,552 £18,323,274

Sundries 1.00 sum 17,665,043 17,665,043 19,800,000 £14,971,645 £2,693,398

Listed Building Decants 45,500,868 51,000,000 £38,563,327 £6,937,541

Listed Building Decants/Relocations 1.00 sum 21,412,173 21,412,173 24,000,000 £18,147,448 £3,264,725

Archaeology 1.00 sum 24,088,695 24,088,695 27,000,000 £20,415,879 £3,672,816

Energy/Water/Waste (Sustainability) 43,900,000 43,900,000 £33,194,707 £10,705,293

Energy/Water/Waste (Sustainability) 1.00 sum 43,900,000 43,900,000 43,900,000 £33,194,707 £10,705,293

Noise Mitigation 98,585,217 116,900,000 £88,393,195 £10,192,022

Noise Bunds 1.00 sum 77,262,261 77,262,261

Local Road Resurfacing 1.00 sum 14,453,217 14,453,217 16,200,000 £12,249,527 £2,203,690

Acoustic Fence 1.00 sum 6,869,739 6,869,739 7,700,000 £5,822,306 £1,047,433

Airfield noise mitigation 93,000,000 £70,321,361 -£70,321,361

Community Impacts 346,787,999 388,700,000 £293,913,043 £52,874,956

Community Impacts 346,787,999 388,700,000 £293,913,043 £52,874,956

Community Impacts 346,787,999 388,700,000 £293,913,043 £52,874,956

Noise Insulation and Compensation 1.00 sum 223,043,478 223,043,478 250,000,000 £189,035,917 £34,007,561

Community Infrastructure Levy 1.00 sum 53,262,782 53,262,782 59,700,000 £45,141,777 £8,121,005

Other Community 1.00 sum 70,481,739 70,481,739 79,000,000 £59,735,350 £10,746,389

Project/Design Team Fees 1,683,246,799 0 £1,667,376,181 £15,870,618

Project/Design Team Fees 1,683,246,799 0 £1,667,376,181

Project/Design Team Fees 15% % 1,683,246,799 £1,667,376,181

Project/Design Team Fees on 01.01 1,225,922,155

Project/Design Team Fees on 01.02 333,896,087

Project/Design Team Fees on 01.03 0

Project/Design Team Fees on 01.04 71,410,357

Project/Design Team Fees on 01.05 52,018,200
Risks & Optimism Bias 5,678,152,535 0 £1,934,232,609

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) 2,580,978,425 0 £1,934,232,609

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) 2,580,978,425 0 £1,934,232,609

Risks (Design, Construction & Employer Risk) 20% % 2,580,978,425 0 £1,934,232,609

Risk Contigency on 01.01 1,634,562,873

Risk Contigency on 01.02 445,194,783

Risk Contigency on 01.03 0

Risk Contigency on 01.04 95,213,809

Risk Contigency on 01.05 69,357,600

Risk Contigency on 01.06 336,649,360

Optimism Bias 3,097,174,110 0

Optimism Bias 3,097,174,110 0

Optimism Bias 20% % 3,097,174,110 0

Optimism Bias on 01.01 1,634,562,873

Optimism Bias on 01.02 445,194,783

Optimism Bias on 01.03 0

Optimism Bias on 01.04 95,213,809

Optimism Bias on 01.05 69,357,600

Optimism Bias on 01.06 336,649,360

Optimism Bias on 03.01 516,195,685

HAL Stripped of 

Risk and Design 

Fees 
Variance on Total

JACOBS' ESTIMATE

FACILITY QUANTITY UoM RATE (£)

Heathrow NWR Cost Comparison

1 of 1
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